Reputation management
and crisis communication
on social media

Navigating the minefield
The phenomenal growth of social media has given businesses
and organisations powerful new ways to reach and engage with
people.
But it’s also created huge new risks that mean being constantly
alert for posts, conversations and comments that might explode
into a full-blown crisis for your brand.
The speed of information sharing and the constantly evolving
myriad of social networks and technologies are making it
increasingly challenging for those responsible for anticipating,
identifying and dealing with threats to a brand’s reputation.
The role of organisations’ PR and
corporate affairs teams is changing fast
as a result – with new skills, tools and
techniques needed to navigate the
complex new information
environment.
At IMP we use our expertise and
experience in social media and news
media to help in-house and agency
public relations teams acquire and use
those skills, tools and techniques.
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The challenge for PR teams
is exacerbated by:
●

A growing “epidemic of misinformation”, as the 2021
Edelman Trust Barometer described it, that makes it hard
to separate fact from fiction on social and even
mainstream media;

●

Nuanced discussion being replaced by binary argument on
social media where entrenched polarised opinions
become immune to objective facts;

●

Single interest campaign groups becoming adept at finding
ways to weaponise social media and fuel the flames of
online outrage;

●

Fake accounts and bad actors out to deceive, mislead and
manipulate audiences through the deliberate spread of
disinformation in order to undermine trust in institutions;

●

Attention seekers willing to do anything to cause trouble
for others in creating online content that drives eyeballs,
exposure and engagement;

●

The increasing use of non-public social networks meaning
the bulk of social conversations start out behind closed
doors;

●

People increasingly getting their news through a
potentially distorted lens on social media – via friends,
people they follow or because it’s trending.
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To make matters worse, news media are constantly scanning
social media for anything they can turn into stories and clickbait
– often at the cost of someone’s reputation.
Facts and context are lost as “viral” posts and “angry” reaction
on social media become the news itself.

Many in the UK media harbour
a depressingly negative desire
to expose corporate wrongdoing
and show up any attempts to
take positive action as a sham.
– Richard Walker, Iceland CEO

It means teams responsible for reputation management need to
be one step ahead – constantly horizon-scanning, constantly on
top of what’s driving the things people are saying and seeing on
social media.
They need to be as adept as the campaigners, bad actors and
attention seekers at using social media – in the PR team’s case to
avoid or mitigate reputational damage and find ways to drive
and amplify authentic positive conversations about their brand.
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Protecting your reputation
In the 20th century: PR teams were largely judged by their
ability to manage news media – accentuating the positive and
acting quickly to deal with the negative through their networks
and relationships with journalists.
In the 21st century: Social media is the battleground the PR
team needs to master – and with social media everything starts
with listening.

It takes 20 years to build a
reputation and ﬁve minutes to
ruin it. If you think about that
you’ll do things differently.
– Warren Buffett

In a crisis every business struggles with decisions on whether to
disclose information quickly, delay communication until more is
known, or say nothing that might make the crisis worse.
Studies of some of the biggest crises to hit different businesses
have repeatedly pointed to failure to communicate properly as
having been one of the biggest causes of long-term damage.
Communicating in a crisis requires initiative and courage – and
that comes from being prepared, having experience and
knowledge of past issues and crises, and having sufficient
intelligence to make informed decisions.
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Reputation management is about being prepared to jump in
and deal with risks from the 'unknown unknowns', as well as
predicting what might go wrong when it comes to the 'known
knowns' and the 'known unknowns'.
No amount of planning can prepare a communication team for
every eventuality – so what lies at the heart of your strategy
should be a method and process for quickly gathering
intelligence from outside as well as inside the organisation to
inform understanding, contribute to decision making, and drive
outbound messaging and communication.
Only when the issue at hand is understood – all the context and
nuances around what people on the outside are seeing and
saying about the issue – can you choose and recommend the
right communication response.

At any one time a PR team is juggling lots of different issues –
from quickly fire-fighting the unexpected to understanding and
navigating the bigger, known, longer term issues.
The nature of social media means lots of other teams in the
business will come to PR with issues they've discovered on
social that might be self-contained and pose little or no threat to
your brand's reputation. But how do you assess the risks?
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Identifying and assessing the risks:
1. Is this important enough to worry about?
Do we need to keep a watch on it to see if it's gaining any traction,
particularly beyond the first people to start talking about it? We
need to gather intelligence to quickly decide yes or no – and, if the
answer's 'maybe', continue listening until we're satisfied the issue
poses no threat.

2. Do we need to do or say something?
If it's a simple mistake or issue that can be fixed through quick, open
and honest communication, do it – the faster the better. People love
it when organisations admit mistakes and sound genuine through
the responses of real people they trust. But many issues are more
complex – particularly where opinions tend to be polarised or
kneejerk – and we need to consider whether engaging on social is
going to fuel the flames. Again, we need intelligence: who's talking
about the issue, what else is being said about it, what else is being
talked about today, and how is our response likely to be received ...
by those closely involved, by watching news media, and by everyone
else.

3. Is this so big it has the potential to become a crisis?
A major crisis will no doubt trigger a planned crisis management
operation across the wider organisation. The PR team needs its own
crisis communication plan. The business and the brand will be
judged on what it does in a crisis, not what it says. You might have a
role to play in helping the business decide what it does; but your job
is to manage communication with all your stakeholders. Your
– Rohit Bhargava
communication will depend on the quality of your intelligence.
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Gathering
intelligence
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Social monitoring tools
The importance of understanding what people are saying on
social media means there are lots of tools available to monitor,
measure, and analyse social conversations around your brand or
specific topics. They can be powerful ways for marketing and
customer service teams to manage engagement on social media
and track relevant mentions and keywords on Twitter and other
public networks.

But on their own they’re not enough for a PR team grappling
with complex, fast-moving issues.
A social monitoring software tool is only as good as the data
sources available to that tool, and most conversations and
comments on social media can't be picked up by automated
listening tools. With Facebook, for example, they’re only able to
see the tip of the iceberg because of API and search limits.
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A PR team faced with a potentially damaging issue on social
media has to move fast to both see the big picture and identify
and understand specific pieces of information.
They're constantly aware of the risks of jumping to conclusions
and decisions based on a partial picture and a lack of context.
Automated social monitoring tools can provide only a partial
picture and the outputs, graphs and dashboards can often
leave you with more questions than context.
It takes real detective work to get to the heart of an emerging
issue, see the bigger picture, and track down information and
insights that give the organisation the context it needs to make
decisions and take the right action.

Humans are far better at seeing the
big picture. We intuitively “get”
situational context.
– Greg Orme, The Human Edge

The need for human detective work – either inhouse or
outsourced – to supplement the work of the tools, digging for
hard-to-find information, processing, analysing and structuring
it, removing noise, interpreting and turning it into actionable
intelligence, cannot be over-emphasised.
Too often, however, it’s not until a proper crisis erupts that an
organisation’s leaders realise what’s missing.
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Social listening for PR
A team of PR detectives need an iterative process that involves
constantly switching between gathering and analysing social
noise around an issue.
It's similar to the intelligence gathering process known as the
Intelligence Cycle.

Direction: An explicitly stated
understanding of the potential issue
and the information you need
Direction

Dissemination

Analysis

Issue

Processing

Collection

Collection: Using a combination of
tools and techniques to gather
sufficient data from multiple
sourcesWheel graphic
Processing: Sifting, structuring and
synthesising information to make it
more useful
Analysis: Discerning patterns,
looking at wider context, drawing
conclusions
Dissemination: Producing and
sharing intelligence outputs

It’s a continuous cycle through collecting, analysing, producing
outputs and feeding back round to drive new needs for the next
listening cycle.
Source for intelligence process diagrams: Joint Intelligence/Joint Publication 2-0
(Joint Chiefs of Staff)
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A neat way of seeing a big
picture, made up of tiny
ones, at a glance
– Monica Weller, author and Shooglebox user
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A tool to help teams turn
noise into intelligence
One of the tried and trusted tools we deploy to help teams
apply the process is Shooglebox. It gives teams a place to
quickly combine their collective curiosity to:
●

Gather raw data to complement automated tools;

●

Explore and analyse the data, looking for gaps, insights
and context;

●

Interpret and structure material to share with others;

●

Create an evolving intelligence resource for future recall
and reference.
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Shooglebox helps address some of the biggest challenges a
team faces in looking at social noise together and trying to get a
true sense of what's going on and the potential implications.
It has the flexibility and adaptability you need to handle the
different information requirements thrown up by different
issues – whether an unanticipated sudden crisis or a
slower-burning topic you need to be constantly on top of.
Every item collected in Shooglebox – whether manually or
through feeds – is represented by a card with a visual
at-a-glance front and full content and links to sources on the
larger back, where the team can add extra information and
context that’s useful if a box of cards is shared with others.
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How Shooglebox helps at
each stage of the process

Social noise

Data

Collection

Information

Processing

Intelligence

Analysis

From social noise to intelligence that informs decision making

Collection: The team use a combination of automated tools and
human detective work to gather as much raw data as they need
from posts, conversations and content on social media and other
online sources.
Processing: The team stand back, look at all the raw data and
start to turn it into more useful information. This is where they
start to add context, identify patterns and themes, and gaps for
further collection.
Analysis: The team arrive at an understanding of the information
and produce intelligence – as in information capable of informing
decisions and help predict what might happen.
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Getting the best out of
Shooglebox
Shooglebox is particularly powerful in the hands of a team who
bring different skills, experiences and perspectives to the task
of investigating an issue together.

It helps them avoid some of the pitfalls and mistakes PR and
communication teams can make when confronted with
complexity and being pushed for quick answers:
●
●
●
●
●

Groupthink
Confirmation bias
Failure to challenge and revisit assumptions
Collective blindness to data sources
Lack of cognitive diversity
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There are some key techniques that help a team quickly identify
and understand the all-important context around a complex
issue. One of the most useful is:
Iterating between working alone and working collectively
At the start of the process of investigating an issue it’s best if
members of the team work independently as individuals to
identify sources and begin collecting, processing and analysing
material. This has the benefit of starting with completely
different perspectives and approaches, and avoiding
groupthink. At the same time, the team use Shooglebox to
share their workings – which tend to throw up surprises for
each other and suggest new avenues for further exploration.

When enough material has been gathered and processed
individually the team get together to discuss and explore it –
and here Shooglebox is a particularly powerful tool for teams
working remotely and using video conferencing to meet. It’s like
having a virtual wall of visual stimulus – like a wall of Post-It
notes – to stand in front of.
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The analysis stage of the process might be carried out by one
individual before the final intelligence output is ready to share
outside the team.
The output might be simple – a document or email – but
Shooglebox can be used to provide anyone outside the team
with a read-only link to supporting material for wider context.

It’s an effective way to back up your actions or support your
recommendations to the business – sharing and showing them
some of the insights and information you’ve uncovered.
When you share a read-only box of cards with someone they can
see at-a-glance examples of some of the conversations around
the issue, the themes that are emerging, and the additional
context the team has added to key pieces of information.
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DIY or managed service
We provide PR and corporate affairs teams with advice, tools
and techniques to help them anticipate, investigate and
navigate fast-moving issues on social media that have the
potential to cause serious reputational damage.
The service we provide varies depending on the complexity of
the issues likely to have an impact on your brand and whether
you’re developing the detective skills inhouse or outsourcing
some of the work to us or another agency.
Option 1: We’ll get you set up and arrange a series of
workshops to show your team all the techniques that will help
them use Shooglebox to transform their collective detective
capabilities.
Option 2: We can provide you with a managed service drawing
on the skills and experience of our own team of consultants,
analysts and media specialists.
In both cases we can help set up searches and live feeds to track
known sources and keywords and give the detective team a
starting point for further investigation.

There’s no one size fits all. Get in touch
today to tell us about your own needs
and talk about how we might help
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Get in touch
info@impmedia.co.uk
www.impmedia.co.uk

